EDPS #DEBATINGETHICS CONVERSATIONS
DATA PROTECTION NOTICE

The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) processes your personal data to organise the EDPS
#DebatingEthics Conversations.
The EDPS #DebatingEthics Conversations are a series of interactive webinars featuring conversations
between EDPS staff members and invited speakers. The webinars are accessible live via the zoom.us
web page and the zoom.us application. During the live webinars, active public participation is possible
via an integrated text-messaging feature.
Additionally, audio from the webinars is recorded by the EDPS, which may be released publicly in
either edited form or in full.
The organisation and management of this activity includes:





processing invitations and speaking requests;
managing webinars among participants;
creating audio recordings of the webinars;
publishing (edited) recordings as ‘podcasts’ on the EDPS website, EDPS online social channels
and distribution platforms (RSS feed).

The EDPS processes your personal data based on Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data by the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies and on the free movement of
such data, and repealing Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 and Decision No 1247/2002/EC (hereinafter “the
Regulation”).
The EDPS provides you with the following information based on Articles 14, 15 and 16 of the
Regulation.

Who is the controller?
The controller as to the processing of your personal data as described above is the European Data
Protection Supervisor (EDPS). For more information on the EDPS, please consult our website:
https://edps.europa.eu
The company Zoom Video Communications, Inc. (“Zoom”) then processes your personal data as a
controller for other purposes as a consequence of our use of their services.

Zoom’s privacy policy, cookie
https://www.zoom.us/legal.
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Who is the processor?
For the technical provision of the webinar, whether through a browser or a mobile application, Zoom
acts as a processor of your personal data.

What personal data do we process, who can access it and how long do we keep your personal data?
If you are a speaker, we process:
A. Some of your contact details to contact you and invite you to the webinars: first and last
name; organisation; e-mail address.
Your contact details may be shared among the speakers of the webinar for networking purposes,
based on your consent.
The EDPS might want to keep your contact details in order to invite you to future similar events, based
on your consent.
If you do not consent to the processing of your contact details for any of the purposes mentioned
above, the EDPS will delete these data at the latest ten working days after the last event follow-up
action.
B. Speaker information, audio recordings and transcripts of webinars.
Speaker information includes first name; last name; title; affiliation; biography; quotes. Speaker
information, audio recordings and transcripts may be published on the EDPS website, online social
channels and distribution platforms. They will be archived at the latest 10 years after publication,
according to the EDPS archiving policy.
Please note that the webinars are open to the public. The EDPS does not take on any responsibilities
for recordings or misuse of your audio contributions carried out by participants.

Furthermore, when you access the live webinar, Zoom may collect and process, under their
responsibility, some data on your browsing experience, such as your IP address, the webinar you
visited, when you visited and the webpage you were redirected from.
For complete information on what personal data Zoom processes and how, please consult the
respective policies: https://zoom.us/privacy
Please note that all messages and content you share in a webinar, including personal data about you
or others, will be available to all other participants in that meeting.

Why do we process your personal data and under what legal basis?
The lawfulness of processing invitations, participation requests and speaker information is based on
Article 5(1)(a) of the Regulation. The applicable legal basis is the Regulation itself, and in particular
Articles 57 (b) and (h), which outline the tasks of the EDPS.
If you are a speaker, recording, storing, transcribing and publishing the audio of the webinars on the
EDPS website, online social channels and distribution platforms is based on your consent.
You can withdraw your consent at any time by contacting us. In this case we will delete your audio
recording from our internal repositories at the latest ten working days after your request. Please note
that withdrawing your consent does not affect the lawfulness of any processing based on your consent
before this consent is withdrawn.

What are your rights regarding your personal data?
You have the right of access to your personal data and to relevant information concerning how we use
it. You have the right to rectify your personal data. Under certain conditions, you have the right to ask
that we delete your personal data or restrict its use. You have the right to object to our processing of
your personal data, on grounds relating to your particular situation, at any time. We will consider your
request, take a decision and communicate it to you.
You can send your request to the EDPS by post in a sealed envelope or use our contact form on the
EDPS website (see section on contact details below).

You have the right to lodge a complaint
If you have any remarks or complaints regarding the way we process your personal data, we invite you
to contact the EDPS DPO (see section on contact details below).
You have, in any case, the right to lodge a complaint with the EDPS as a supervisory authority:
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-role-supervisor/complaints_en.

Contact details for enquiries regarding your personal data
We encourage you to contact us using the EDPS contact form, selecting ‘My personal data’ as the
relevant subject: https://edps.europa.eu/node/759
If you wish to contact the EDPS DPO personally, you can send an e-mail to EDPS-DPO@edps.europa.eu
or a letter to the EDPS postal address marked for the attention of the EDPS DPO.
EDPS postal address: European Data Protection Supervisor, Rue Wiertz 60, B-1047 Brussels, Belgium
You can also find contact information on the EDPS website: https://edps.europa.eu/aboutedps/contact_en.
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